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Mission Statement
Orfano is a unique cryptocurrency which allows investors to take an active role in saving children’s
lives. While there are an estimated 153 million orphans worldwide, a shocking 82.6% (132 million)
are disproportionately found in developing countries and conflict zones. These regions are in a
constant battle to access the resources they so desperately need in order for every child to have
food, shelter, and hope for the future.
That’s why we founded Orfano. We know that very few of us are able to just decide to travel to
where volunteers are needed most, but what we can all do is intentionally choose to support
projects and companies that make the world a better place. At Orfano, we don’t just say that’s our
top priority, we prove it. In less than a week, we raised over $250,000 and made our first official
donation of $10,000 to Save the Children. Cryptocurrencies are changing the game for
humanitarian efforts with their versatility and accessibility, and Orfano plans to be on the forefront
of this innovation. We crafted a token that rewards holders for supporting charities with an
automatic 2% redistribution on each transaction and put it on the BSC network, so even your spare
change can change a child’s life.

From Humble Beginnings
Some people in life simply have a higher calling, a drive within themselves to
improve the world around them. We see this clearly in history but don’t always
recognize it when it’s happening around us. Our founder is one of those rare people
who feels guided in this way, and it is with his vision that we will define future
generations.
From a very young age, he knew that he wanted to devote his life to humanitarian
efforts. He attended law school, hoping to gain the tools to create the change he
wanted to see in the world. While this was the traditional route to starting an
organization, like so many of us here, he found cryptocurrency to be a turning point.
His success taught him that anything is possible in the cryptoworld, and enabled us
to launch the innovative project, Orfano.

A Winning Team
Our Founder would not have been able to complete such a profound
movement without the combined efforts of our Co-Founder. After meeting at
university, they quickly realized they shared a vision for a better future and
began discussing how they could bring it into existence. Orfano is the product
of countless sleepless nights spent analyzing not just the direction of the
project, but the fundamentals of making it work in the real world. It’s to these
endless shared hours that we owe our success.
Our organization moves forward holding that same sense of partnership as
our compass.

Current Accomplishments
Confirmed listing on IndoEx, a top 100
exchange with 1.6 billion daily volume (more
than WhiteBit)
Blockfolio listing confirmed with over 550+
upvotes and 320 comments within a few hours

Future Plans
Building partnerships with additional charities to
expand existing and future opportunities

Forging relationships with popular influencers,
like Mr Beast, to promote to a wider audience

Ranked #1 and then #2 position on Poocoin,
generating exponential interest in the movement
CoinGecko listing confirmed
Launching new and improved website
Renounced ownership and Doxxed team
Multiple AMAs completed and many more to
come

In communication with BBC News as part of
Orfano’s expansion into mainstream media,
allowing us to reach further than any other
charity token project on the market

Build and launch the Orfano Foundation

Our Token
$Orfano was launched on April 3rd, 2021, and wasted no time becoming a serious
contender in the crypto space.
Within the first 24 hours, $Orfano surpassed all expectations with approximately
$1,000,000 in volume.
Within its first week, $Orfano has raised over $250,000 for charity, and that’s with
only a fraction of our current holders.
Orfano has already donated $10,000 to the charity Save the Children, and our
next contribution is already underway.

Tokenomics
●
●
●

1,000,000,000,000,000 initial
token supply in the
On BSC blockchain for lightning
fast orders and minimal fees
Autolock function sends
donations into a multisign wallet
which requires verification from
at least five members of the
founding team to securely
access and distribute donation
funds

6% tax on each transaction
●
●
●

2% goes to the Charity Wallet for
all donations and projects
2% is redistributed to all holders
proportionately
2% is added as autoliquidty to
PancakeSwap

Donations
Donations will be decided through a community poll system, allowing for
unparalleled advocacy among our holders.

These donations will be livestreamed and recorded to ensure absolute
transparency.

We will be unifying our efforts and coordinating with multiple charities to
maximize the impact of Orfano in its early stages.

The Orfano Foundation
While we are currently endeavoring to support existing charities, our ultimate goal is to
bypass the middleman and start our own independent organization. Our community
said they want more direct involvement than a third party charity provides, and we
listened. Launching the Orfano Foundation means that you, our team, and our
volunteers will be personally involved in directing relief efforts.
This is the only cryptocurrency which is putting the power in your hands by changing
the way humanitarian tokens interact with those in need.

Audit
Our Audit was completed in April, 2021, by TechRate in order to:
● Ensure that the smart contract functions as intended
● Identify potential security issues with the smart contract

We are proud to announce that Orfano passed this audit in all 21 categories,
including but not limited to:
Compiler Warnings - Economy Models - Private User Data Leaks
Full Audit can be viewed at https://t.me/OrfanoToken/62991

